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Covariant differentiation of spinors from the point of view of a connexion 
on a principal fiber bundle of spinor frames has been studied by Guy [3] 
and Lichnerowicz [7]. The bundle studied has Spin (n) as structural group. 
In this paper, among other fiber bundles we introduce a principal fiber 
bundle P[M] f p o s inor frames which has a full linear group as structural 
group and contains the previously mentioned bundle as a subbundle. We 
then study connections in the rather general setting of P[M]. In addition to 
the well-known structure equation for a connexion on a principal fiber 
bundle (see p. 77, [6]), we discuss a second structure equation for a connexion 
on P[M]. These two equations furnish necessary and sufficient conditions 
that a form on P[M] be a connection form. (Note that although [3] and [7] 
deal with IZ = 4, the study generalizes rather easily.) 
We then study the reduction of connections on P[M]. To this end we will 
develop a theory for spinors similar to the theory of metric connections on 
the bundle of (vector) frames L[M]. Actually our study will contain in a 
natural way this theory of metric connections. An application of this study 
in terms of the electromagvetic potential vector in general relativity will be 
given. 
Latin letters will be used to index tensors and range from 1 to n (n = 2v 
or 2v + 1). Greek letters will index spinors and range from I. to 2”. The 
Einstein summation convention is used throughout. 
1. SPINORS AND RELATED FIBER BUNDLES 
Let M be an n-dimensional orientable Riemannian manifold. The follow- 
ing discussion applies to manifolds with an indefinite metric with only 
minor modifications (see [2]). 
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We consider a set of 2v + 1, 2y x 2y complex matrices (where n = 2~ 
or 2~ + 1) calledJut Dirac matrices 
where i = 1,2 ,..., 2v + 1; cy, /3 = 1, 2 ,..., 2y. These matrices satisfy 
where Pi is the Kronecker delta and I is the identity matrix. We define 
the group S(n) as the set of all 2” x 2 complex matrices a = (clg”) such that 
there are real numbers hji (i,j = 1,2,..., n) with the property 
(i = 1, 2,..., n; cq p = 1,2 ,..., 2y) and (ail”) = a-r. In this case we define 
a map fm on L?(n) by R(a) = h = (hii). It is known (see p. 5-16, [9]) that if 1z 
is even 2,(&n)) = O(n) (the orthogonal group) and if n is odd fJ.!?(n)) = O+(n) 
(the proper orthogonal group). We define s(n) as all a E s(n) such that 
det a = 1. The map xn is the restriction of fn to s(n). Note that the classical 
group Spin (n) although defined in a manner very similar to s(n) is actually 
a proper subgroup of 5’(n). 
We assume that it is possible to construct by extension, using xn and the 
bundle of orthonormal frames O[M], a principal fiber bundle Y[M] with 
base M and structure group S(n). For conditions concerning this possibility 
see [4]. 
Associated with O[M] we have V = (U,} a covering of M by coordinate 
neighborhoods. On each U, we have defined a vector field 2 i = 1,2,..., n 
such that (ei Im) is an orthonormal frame at rnE U, . Hereafter, we deal only 
with coordi:ate neighborhoods belonging to V. Also we have the projection 
map n : OIM] + M and a collection of diffeomorphisms 
given by 
a, : U, x O(n)+O[M] 
u (m, c!) = (tji2 I,). 
Given the coordinate neighborhoods U, , U, E V with U, n UB f 4, 
then if 
gk Irn = hkv(m) ,“r Im 
for m E VA n U, , the transition function of (VA , U,) defined on VA n U, 
is given by 
y.4&4 = 44 = V+YmN. 
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Associated with the bundle Y[M] we have corresponding quantities which 
we indicate with the symbol -. For example, if 
Y&3(4 = h E O(n), 
then the transition function of (U, , Us) for the bundle Y[M] is denoted 
by yAB and jj,.,,(m) is required to be one of the elements of the set x;‘(h). 
Note that in order to be able to construct Y[M] we must be able to choose 
the transition functions in such a way that if U, , U, , UC are in V, then 
for m E VA n U, n Uc . If this can be done then there is a standard proce- 
dure for constructing Y[M] (see p. 52, [6]). 
DEFINITION. A contravariant spinor z,L at m E M is a map p + #(p) of 
&l(m) (which is a subset of Y[M]) to the vector space of 2y :< 1 complex 
matrices, such that 
#(P - a-7 = a - VW, (1.1) 
where a E s(n) and p * a-l means right translation of p by a-l. 
Iffi(p) = m E U, we can define a set of basis spinors at m assoaiated with 
VA as follows. 
DEFINITION. If &‘(~a) = (m, I) E U, x S(n) then 
0. 
0 
for (Y = 1, 2,..., 2’ where the 1 is in the oath row. Note that the effect of 
,eE Irn on any p E@(m) can be seen using (1.1). 
Now each contravariant spinor $ at m can be expressed as a linear combina- 
zet of the 5 Irn . If ii<p) = m E U, and z,h(pJ = (@) where pa = 5Jrn I) 
9(P) = e$l Ins(P) 
Further the set (z~ 1,) is linearly independent and thus forms a basis for the 
vector space of contravariant spinors at m E U, . Such an ordered set is 
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called a contra-spinor frame at m. The frame (e 1 ) will be referred to as 
the natural contra-spinor frame at m associatgi gith U, . 
We can consider the bundle Y[M] as a collection of contra-spinor frames 
as follows. Suppose p E Y[M] and eA(rn, a) = p. Then we introduce the 
correspondence 
It can be shown that for m E U, n U, , 
(za I,) = T&9 . (Au I,). 
DEFINITION. A covayiunt spinor C$ at m is a map p -+ 4(p) offi-l(m) to the 
vector space of 1 x 2” complex matrices such that if a E s(n) 
$qp * a-l) = c+(p) ’ a-l. 
We define the natural co-spinor frame associated with lJ, at m E U, , 
(se Im> by 
DEFINITION. Let 6i1(pO) = (m,I), then 
4;* lm (PO) = (0, 0 ,..., 0, 1, 0 ,... , 0) 
for 01 = 1, 2,..., 2y where the 1 is in the ath place. 
As in the contravariant case if C$ is a covariant spinor at m E U, and 
n(p) = m, and if q@+,) = (+J where p, = eA(m, I), then 
Note that it can easily be shown that the co-spinor frame (;a I,) transforms 
contragradiently to the contra-spinor frame (z= I,). 
We pointed out that Y[M] can be thought of as a bundle of contra-spinor 
frames 
(e, I,> = (c+jA I,>, 
where a = (a,“) E 5’(n). We can enlarge this bundle to obtain two additional 
bundles. 
DEFINITION. The bundle ,?[M] consists of all contra-spinor frames 
(e, Im) m E M such that if m E U, E V, then 
where a = (a,3 E g(n). 
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DEFINITION. The bundle P[M] consists of all contra-spinor frames 
(e, I,) m EM such that if m E VA E V, then 
e, Im = d;A Im 
where 
a = (aa”) E GL(2’, C). 
Thus corresponding to the groups 
S(n) C S(n) C GL(2’, C) 
we have the bundles 
LqM] c &lq c P[M] 
with the above groups as their corresponding structure groups. 
It is not difficult to show that 5’(n) is closed in g(n) and S(R) is closed in 
GL(2’, C). (The manifold structure on GL(2’, C) arises from the fact that 
GL(2”, C) can be identified with an open set in C?“Xs” = RsXZvXav). We know 
therefore that there is a unique analytic’ structure for S(n) which makes it a 
submanifold of GL(2’, C) with the relative topology. Similarly, s(n) is a 
submanifold of 8(n) with the relative topology (see p. 105, [5]). Thus the 
same statements apply to the corresponding bundles Y[M], ~[M],P[MJ. 
2. COORDINATESANDCOMPLEXTANGENTVECTORSTO P[M] 
We assign coordinates on P[M] as follows. Suppose p E P[M], 
QP) = m E U,4 , the coordinates of m in VA are (;f) i = 1, 2,..., n, and 
P = cx+x lm> 
for some X = (X,,a) E GL(2’, C). If 
x; = vya + c--T wya 
(where 1/--T denotes the complex number (0, 1)) then the real coordinates 
of p associated with the coordinate neighborhood n-l( VA) are 
(21, 2” ,...) iy, V& v;,..., v,“: , WC)..., w,z:> = (f, v,“, W;). 
The complex coordinates of p in +-l( VA) are ($, XYa). We will find these 
more convenient to work with. 
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Suppose D(p) = m E VA f7 U, and 
If 
j&(m) = c = (cas) E S(n) 
then clearly 
‘Xy” = C,BXy~. (2.1) 
If (g”) are the coordinates of m associated with U, , then the coordinates 
of p associated with the coordinate neighborhood +(UB) are ($, ‘X,S). 
Of course 
5” = f”(f), (24 
where the f k are c” functions of the %i. We will restrict our attention 
to coordinate systems on P[M] of the type described above. They are related 
to one another by (2.1) and (2.2). 
A complex tangent vector to P[IM] at p E P[IM] is defined in a manner similar 
to real tangent vectors, the difference being that if (~8, X,,a) is a coordinate 
system about p, a complex tangent vector operates on complex-valued 
functions which are C* in the xi and holomorphic in the X,,” in a neighborhood 
about p. Then in terms of the local coordinate system (xi, XYa) a complex 
tangent vector at p is of the form 
a 
vi axi a(& 
a 
+B,"ax,a u' 
where vi, Bya E C. We denote the vector space of all complex tangent vectors 
to P[M] at p by P, . A complex l-form at p is an element of the space P,*, i.e. 
the dual of P, . If we agree that 
then in terms of local coordinates a complex l-form looks like 
where ui , Eym E C. 
ui dx” la,,) + Eya d-K” lu 
Many ideas involving real tangent vectors and forms have their analogues 
involving complex tangent vectors and complex forms. For instance, we may 
discuss higher order complex tensors, complex forms, exterior derivative, 
etc., on P[IM]. Hereafter when we use the terms “vector” and “form” we 
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mean “complex vector” and “complex form.“then considering the exterior 
derivative of a form we assume that in a local coordinate system (2, Xaa) the 
components of the form are complex valued functions which are C* in the xi 
and holomorphic in the XBU. 
We can establish a l-l correspondence between the real tangent vectors 
to P[M] at p and a certain subset of complex tangent vectors as follows. 
Suppose (9, Xsm) is a local coordinate system about p E P[M] and 
A real tangent vector is of the form 
where vi, C,,a, 0,” E R. How make the correspondence 
then 
Notice in the above equation the vi are real. Given any such complex tangent 
vector as above where the vi are real we can reverse the above process to 
obtain a real tangent vector. The above correspondence, although defined 
in terms of a local coordinate system, is independent of which of our local 
coordinate system we use. In fact the correspondence is preserved under the 
rather broad class of transformations 
‘Xk = f”(xi), ‘X,a = g&$(x(, x&q, 
where these functions are assumed to be C* with respect to the xi and holo- 
morphic with respect to the X,y. Similar statements apply to their inverses. 
3. CONNECTIONS ON P[M] 
On the basis of the above discussion concerning complex tangent vectors 
and their relation to real tangent vectors, it is not difficult to see that we can 
define what is meant by a connection on P[M] using complex tangent vectors. 
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DEFINITION. V, is the subspace of P, consisting of all vectors tangent 
to the fiber of P[M] at p E P[M]. 
Thus if (~8, XBa) is a local coordinate system about p, the space V, is 
spanned by the vectors 
a 
axup' 
DEFINITION. A connetion I’ on P[M] is a selection of subspaces of Pp 
(called horizontal subspaces and denoted by H,) for each p E P[M] such that 
(1) P, = V,@H,. 
(2) If R, is the symbol for right translation by a E GL(2”, C) and T E H, , 
then (R,), H, = Hp.,; i.e., H, is invariant under right translation. 
(3) H, depends differentiably onp. That is if (xi, X0=) is a local coordinate 
system about p and X, 0~ = V,a + m WBa and T is a complex tangent 
vector field in a neighborhood of p whose components in the local coordinate 
system (xi, XBE) are (7 functions of (xi, VBa, WBu), then if we write 
T = VT + hT where VT E V and hT E H, the fields VT and hT are Cm 
functions in the above sense. 
It can be shown from the general theory of connections or proved in a 
straightforward way on the basis of the above concepts that a connection r 
on P[M] is equivalent to the assignment to each coordinate neighborhood 
U, a set of n -21 complex-valued C m functions on U, called connection 
components 
p (01, y = 1, 2 ,.*., 2’; k = 1, 2 )..., n). 
If Us is another coordinate neighbnrhond and ($), ($) are the coordinate 
systems on U, and U, , respectively, and 
a 
- h?(m) & / z$,- YRB = 44 = (c874) E s(n) A m 
for m E U, n Us, then 
on lJ* n U, . In turn, if we define 
then the assignment of connection components is equivalent to giving the 
forms ysa with the transformation law 
a = 
% 
c Q,Y c-In - (dy) c;lA. Y “” 8 (3-l) 
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It can be shown that if (xi, Xsa) is a local coordinate system on P[M] then 
the connexion form associated with a connexion r on P[M] can be written 
locally in terms of (xi, &a) as the matrix valued form D = (Qi’), 
sZBa = Y,,” dX,” + YAawyAX,‘, 
where Y = X-r. Note that the above equation is independent of the coordi- 
nate system chosen, i.e., if (‘xi, ‘XBE) is another coordinate system and we let 
‘Q,g = ’ Y,*d ‘X,” + ’ Y,,” ‘w,,~ ‘X,y 
then 
The relationship between the connection form and the horizontal subspace 
23, is that these spaces are composed of precisely those vectors T for which 
(.QBa, T) = 0. 
Suppose y = {zct 1 xt E M, 0 < t < l} is a curve on M passing thru the 
coordinate neighborhood U and (xi) is the local coordinate system on U. 
Then in U 
xi(xJ = y”(t). 
Suppose (xi, X,a) is the local coordinate system on +-l(U). If y* = {z+} is a 
lift of y, then we can write y* in coordinate form as 
xyut) = J+(t) 43”(%) = %U(o, 
where a(t) = (us”(t)) E GL(2, C), 0 s t 5 1. Now if T is the complex tangent 
vector to y*, that is 
*+&+!g&-, 
B 
then since y* is horizontal (52, T) = 0. This implies 
daBcl _ dyk --- 
dt 
r$aBy - . 
dt (3.2) 
From the general theory of connections we know that a connection I’ on 
P[M] makes possible the definition of parallel translation of spinors and thus 
covariant differentiation of spinor fields in a given direction on M (see p. 114, 
[6]). Consider the covariant derivative in a local coordinate system. Let 16 be a 
contravariant spinor field on M and N a tangent vector field on M. Further, 
let y = (zct> be the integral curve on N starting from x,, = m E VA . If 
f(Xt) = yi(t) and 
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then using the definition of the covariant derivative of $ at m in the direction 
N and (3.2), it is not difficult to show 
We will call the quantity in the above brackets V,@. 
4. STRUCTURE EQUATIONS 
Given a connection r on P[M], we know from the general theory of 
connections that we can always write a structure equation namely the one 
involving the curvature form (see p. 77, [6]). Given the connection form 
ofr 
f2,g = Y,,a dX,” + YA “w Ax$, y (4.1) 
using the exterior derivative operator, one can show that 
where 
(4.2) 
Rob = Y,,a(dw,” + wA” A OJ$) X,$. 
The matrix-valued form R = (RBo) is the curvature form. In the remainder 
of this section we will make use of matrix notation. Thus if 
Q = &!3=), ” = (q3”), x = (43% 
then (4.1) becomes in matrix form 
Y = x-1, dX = (dX,“) 
sZ=Y-dX+Y-w-X 
and (4.2) becomes 
dQ+QAQ=R. 
This last relation will be called thejrst structure equation. 
We now derive a second structure equation and show that the first and 
second structure equations constitute necessary and sufficient conditions that 
a 2” x 2” matrix of l-forms on P[M] be a connection form for some connection 
on P[M]. We use a procedure similar to that used by A. Seiken who obtained 
and discussed a second structure equation for the bundle B,+ of tensor frames 
of type (r, s) (see p. 39, [a]). 
Suppose p E P[M] and 
P = (X& IA 
where m E U, . At p E P[M] we define: 
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DEFINITION. The covariant frame-valued function B(p) = (@(p)), where 
VP) = Y3=f Im 
a = 1, 2, . . . , 
from we write 
2”; Y = (Yaa) = X-1 and (:fi lm) is dual to (A~ I,). In matrix 
e= Ye;. (4.3) 
A different type of exterior derivative is defined by 
DEFINITION. dfP = dYBu @ ee jm. A 
In matrix form we write this last relation as 
Notice that 0 is defined invariantly, that is, independent of the local coordinate 
system on P[M]. However, d6’ is not defined invariantly. Its transformation 
law under a change of coordinates (.$, XsU) --f (,x”, ‘XsE) is 
(de)’ = de - (Y * c-1 * dc * X) @ 8, (4.4) 
where c = (cBa) = jjBa . 
Now let a connection I’ on P[M] be given with connection form 
G’=Y.dX+Y.w.X. 
THEOREM. 0 and Q satisfy the equation 
de+i2~e=(yswsx)@e. (4.5) 
Further, the above equation is independent of the choice of coordinates on P[M] 
and thus globally de$ned. 
PROOF. Now X * Y = I so dY = - Y * dX * Y. Therefore 
de=-Y*dX*Y@;=-Y*dX@Y*e 
A 
de= - Y*dX@8. 
Now substitute Ye dX = 9 - Y * w * X into the above equation to obtain 
(4.5). To show (4.5) is independent of coordinate system, suppose we write 
in another coordinate system (‘xi, ‘Xsa) 
(de)’ + 3 0 ‘8 = (‘Y . b . ‘x) 0 ‘8. (4.6) 
Since the equations giving Q and 0 are independent of the local coordinate 
system involved, we have sz’ = Q and ‘0 = 0. We have seen in (2.1) that 
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‘X = c . X and so ‘Y = Y * c-l. The transformation law for (de)’ is given 
in (4.4). Substitution for the primed quantities in (4.6) we obtain 
de-(Y- c-l~dc~x)@e+L?@e 
= [Y - c-l e (c s w * c-l - dc . c-l) + c . X] @ 8. 
Simplifying, we have 
(4.7) 
Thus (4.6) is equivalent to (4.7) which is the desired result. 
We call Eq. (4.5) the second structure equation. 
We have seen that if Q is a connection form on P[M] then it is necessary 
that it satisfy the first and second structure equations. We now show that 
these are also sufficient conditions. 
THEOREM. Let Q be a 2y x 2” matrix of independent I-forms on P[M] and 
let 0 be as given by (4.3). Assume Q and 0 satisfy 
dSZ+QAQ=R (4.8) 
de+i2ge=*Be, (4.9) 
where 4 is a 2” x 2” matrix of local I-forms in VP0 for each p and R is a 
matrix of 2-forms in VDo A VDo for each p ( VDo is the annihilator of VP). 
Under these conditions D is a connection form for some connection on P[M]. 
PROOF. We know de = - Y * dX @ 8. If we substitute this in (4.9), we 
obtain 
-Y.dx~e+sz~e=+bge, (-Y’dx+Q-I/G)@e=o. 
This implies 
-Y.dX+sZ-#=O. 
Define w to be X * # * Y. If we substitute I,L = Y * w * X into above equation 
we obtain 
Q=Y.dX+Y.w.X. (4.10) 
Now to show that L2 is a connection form it will suffice to show: (a) w depends 
on m E M alone; and (b) w satisfies the transformation law (3.1). To show 
statement (a) we multiply (4.10) on the left by X and obtain 
-dX+X.L?=co.X. (4.11) 
Take the exterior derivative of both sides of above equation 
dXAsZ+X-dL?=dw,X-coWdX. (4.12) 
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Substitute dX obtained from (4.11) into (4.12) 
(X-&-f.u.x)ha+x.dQ=dw-X-d(x.~--oJ~x). 
Simplifying, we obtain 
x.(d~+IRh52)=(dw+whw)~X 
or 
dG’+SZAQ=Y-(dw+wAw).X. 
Now using (4.8) we have 
Y - (dw + w A w) - X = R, dw=X.R.Y-ioAaw. 
By our original assumption about R, I/ and the definition of w, we see that 
dw is in V,O A VP0 for eachp, i.e., it is composed of terms involving dx” A dxi. 
Therefore it cannot depend on Xs” for if it did it would involve the dXBa. 
We now prove statement (b). The change of coordinates (xi) -+ (‘x’) on 
M induces a change of coordinates (xi, Xsa) + (‘xi, ‘Xsa) on P[M]. We know 
from part (a) above that in terms of (x*, XBa) 
Y.dX=Q-Y.u.Xx. (4.13) 
With respect to the (‘xi, ‘Xsa) we write 
‘y.d’X=Q--‘Y.‘w .‘x. (4.14) 
Subtract (4.13) from (4.14) to obtain 
‘Y.&X- y.dx=--‘y.‘w.‘x+ y.w.x 
and since ‘X = c - X, write 
Y-c-‘[dc.X+c.dx]-- Y.dX= - Y-c-l.‘w.c.X+ Y.w.X 
Y - c-l - dc . X = Y . [- c-l . ‘w . c + w] . X. 
Multiplying above on left by X and on right by Y, we obtain 
c-1 . & = - c-1 . ‘w . c + w , Iw =c .w .(y-1 - & .c-1, 
which is the transformation law (3.1). 
5. THE FUNDAMENTAL TENSOR-SPINOR AND REDUCTION OF CONNECTIONS 
Let mE U,, let (2 Im) be the natural orthonormal (vector) frame at m 
associated with U, and et (;= I,) be the natural contra-spinor frame at m 
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associated with U, . Let (A~ l,,J be the dual frame to ($a I,). The funda- 
mental tensor-spinor P at m is 
Let (ei im) be an arbitrary (vector) frame and (e, Inz) be an arbitrary contra- 
spinor frame 
ei Im = c’je. 1 A9 m, ea Im = a;l’p L , 
where 6’ = (e,j) E GL(n, R), a = (aga) E GL(2”, C). Then 
where 
P = ‘Pj@e$ Im @e, Ipn @ ee lllz, 
By definition of the map R it is clear that ‘PF = @ if and only if a E S(n), 
I E O(n), and R(a) = 8. In this case we also say (ei Im) E O[M], (e= Im) E S(n) 
and Rilea Ml = (ei Id Th is correspondence is preserved under change of 
coordinates. The map & can also be extended to a map of connections. That 
is, if I’ is a connection on g[M] then the map gfl from p[M] to O[M] gives 
rise in a natural way to a connection F on O[M] which we calj R(r). Also if a 
connection r on P[M] is reducible to a connection r’ on Y[M] and a con- 
nection F on L[M] is reducible to a connection F’ on O[M] and xn(P) = F’, 
then we also say xn(.IJ = F. 
We define the principal bundle B[M] to be the set of tensor-spinor frames 
Ce!i IwJ 
4 Im = ei Im 0 e, lm 0 es Im ,
where (et I,,J EL[M] the bundle of linear frames, (e, jnz) E P[M] and 
(ea In) is its dual frame. The fundamental tensor-spinor provides a means of 
selecting a subbundle of B[M] similar to the way in which the metric tensor 
determines ahe set of orthonormal frames O[M] as a subbundle of L[M]. 
We define B[M] to be the bundle of preferred frames of B[M] where (efa Im) 
is a preferred frame provided the components of P with respect to it 
are pp. 
The structure group of the bundles B[M] and B[M] can be constructed 
in a rather obvious way from the groups GL(2”, C), GL(n, R), s(n) and O(n) 
by observing the transformation law of the frames (eL). An element of the 
structure group H of B[M] is of the form 
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where 
If 
h = (h,l) E GL(n, R) and a = (a$) E GL(2’, C). 
then 
If A, = A, then h, = h, and a, = ha,. Thus H can be identified with 
GL(n, R) x GL(2”, C)/{U} where GL(2”, C)/{AZ\l> has the usual manifold 
structure (see p. 43, [6]). So His a Lie group. We define a continuous function 
g: H-t&?,” x &X2” x ..* x .A,” (n factors) where Asp is the set of 2” x 2~ 
matrices, by 
g : A --+ (pi - h;u . f’i - a-‘). 
Now the structure group of&M] is 
rp = g-1(0, 0 )..., O), 
i.e., all A such that h E O(n), a E Z?(n) and fn(u) = h. So &’ is closed in H and 
thus has a unique analytic structure which makes it a subspace (i.e., has the 
relative topology) of H. Therefore &Ml has a unique manifold structure 
which makes it a subspace of B[M]. 
Suppose now we have a connection F on L[M] and a connection I’ on 
P[M]. These induce a connection L on B[M] (and thus enable us to find the 
covariant derivative of the fundamental tensor-spinor in a given direction 
N on M). This induced connection is the one whose lifts are the tensor 
products of the lifts of I’ and F. Thus if {vt} is a lift determined by F and 
{rut} is a lift determined by r where vt = (ei It) and wt = (eel It) then a lift 
of the induced connexion will be ut = (ei 1 t @ e, It @ ee 1 J where (es 1 J is 
dual to (e, It). 
THEOREM. L is reducible to a connexion L’ on &[M] ;f and only if the 
fundamental tensor-spinor P is parallel with respect to L (i.e., its covariant 
derivative vanishes). 
PROOF. Suppose P is parallel with respect to L. Let y = (x~} 0 5 t $ 1 
be a curve on M with tangent vector N(t) at xt . Let y* = (ut} be the lift 
of y in B starting from apoint u,, E &Ml. Let ‘P:(t) be the components of P 
in reference to the frame ut at xt . Now if we calculate V,(,)P at xt in terms 
of the components ‘Pp we get, assuming P is parallel, 
409/25/3-6 
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This implies ‘I’?(t) = constant along y. But ‘P:(O) = p: since u,, is a 
preferred frame. Therefore 
‘P:(t) = PF (along y). 
SO ut E &[M] for each t. Hence the tangent to y* is tangent to B[M] at 
u0 (&Ml has the relative topology) and so every horizontal vector at u,, is 
tangent to $[M], 
Conversely suppose L is reducible to a connection L’ on &M]. Let y, y* 
be as above. Then since L is reducible to L’, ut E s/M] for each t i.e. U$ is a 
preferred frame. So 
‘p:(t) = 19p (along y). 
Thus 
, 
which means P is parallel with respect to L. 
DEFINITION. A connection r on P[M] is called fundamental provided it is 
reducible to a connection Ff on p[M]. 
THEOREM. Let F be connection on L[M] and P a connection on P[M] which 
induce a connection L on B[IM] then L is reducible to a connection on $[M] ;f and 
only if F is metric, I’ is fundamental, and j&(T) = F. 
PROOF. Let y = (xt} be a curve on M, y* = (tit) be its lift in B[M] 
starting from u,, E &Ml. Now L is reducible to a connection on &M] 
provided ut E g[M] for each t. We can write 
ut = (ei Izt 0 e, IZt 0 @ I,,>, 
where {(e, I,,)> is the lift of y in L[M] determined by the connection F and 
{(e, I,)) is the lift of y in P[M] determined by I’. By definition of &IiIJ, we 
know that ut E &[M] provided (e= I,,) E p[M], (ei I,,) E OIM] and 
for each t. But this is true if and only if I’ is reducible to a connection on 
p[M] (i.e., I’ is fundamental), F is reducible to a connection on O[M] (i.e. 
F is metric) and 
inill(r) = F. 
COROLLARY. If the connnections F on L[M] and r on P[M] induce the 
connection L on B[M], the the fundamental tensor-spinor P is parallel with 
reepect o L if and only if F is metric, r’fundamental and f%(r) = F. 
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It is natural to ask the following question: If r is a connection on p[M], 
when is I’ reducible to a connection on Y[M] ? The next theorem answers 
this question in terms of the connection components. 
THEOREM. If r is a connection on p[M] and r, = (r;,J are the n matrices 
of the connection components (given on each VA) then r is reducible to a con- 
nection on Y[M] if and only ;f Trace I’, = 0 (k = 1,2,..., n). 
PROOF. Suppose y = {xt} 0 5 t I; 1 is a curve on M. We may as well 
assume y lies enitrely in a coordinate neighborhood U, with coordinate 
system ($). We write y in coordinate form 
f(x*) = yi(t). 
Let y* = {u$} be a lift of y (determined by r) such that u0 E Y[M]. We can 
write 
ut = (a6W;a I,,), 
where a(t) = aB”(t) E s(n) and a(O) E: 5’(n) since u,, E Y[M]. In coordinate 
form we write y* as 
pt) = Y*(t), 4?@t> = G(t), 
where we are using a coordinate system (x,i, X,“) on n-1( VA) inP[M]. Now 
since y* is a lift, its tangent vector is horizontal. Hence by (3.2) 
Setting 01 = p and summing, we obtain 
da,a iily 1 4 ---=- 
dt ’ - p dt 
ra dyk 
irk dt ’ 
where p = det a. Now suppose r is reducible to a connection on Y[M]. 
Since u,, E sP[M] this implies that ut E 9’[M] for each t, thus a(t) E S(n) for 
each t. Hence p(t) = 1. So (5.1) becomes 
0=-p& 
uk dt * 
But y and its initial point x,, were arbitrary so rIk = Trace I’, = 0 (k = 1, 
2 ,***, 4. 
Conversely, suppose Trace rk = 0 on VA, then from (5.1) we obtain 
1 4 --= 
P dt 
- r,q, g = 0. 
Hence p(t) 5 constant along y. 
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But since u. E Y[M], p(O) = 1. Therefore p(t) = 1 for each t. This means 
a(t) E S(n) for each t. So ut E Y[M] for each t. So I’ is reducrble to a con- 
nection on Y[M]. 
Let VA be a coordinate neighborhood with coordinates (A+). Let r be a 
connection P[M] with connection components I’a” on U, and F a connection 
on L[M] with components Fjlk on VA. 
On U, , suppose 
a 
P= Pi”--7@e 02. f3 axa 2 
Now if we assume the covariant derivative of P is zero, this leads to the 
equation 
a,@ + F&P: + r$P(p - r;& = 0 
on VA . It is well known ([9] and [l]) that this equation implies 
(5.2) 
rk=t~+vdv7)+d, (5.3) 
where ak is an arbitrary complex number and Trace r, = 2*ak . Equation 
(5.2) corresponds to the equation &(r) = F and (5.3) corresponds to 
r = f;‘(F). If xn is the restriction of 2% to .Y’[M] we see from (5.3) and the 
last theorem that given a connection F on OIM] there is only one connection 
r on Y[M] such that xn(r) = F. This is essentially the same connection 
studied by Lichnerowicz and Guy. 
It is the underlying principle of general relativity that one should try to 
explain physical phenomena geometrically. Thus the presence of a mass in 
space has the effect of “distorting” the space-time manifold (from a flat 
manifold) in its vicinity and objects such as planets move along geodesics in 
the space-time manifold. 
What is the situation in relativistic quantum mechanics ? When considering 
a spinor connection r, the physicists assume VP = 0. This means r is a 
connection on p[M] and its connection components are given by (5.3). 
The trace of the connection components (Trace r,) is considered to be a 
multiple of the electromagnetic potential vector. From the above considera- 
tions we see that we can look for a geometric effect of the electromagnetic 
potential in the fiber bundles considered above. Thus when working with a 
free field i.e. where the electromagnetic potential is zero, the proper bundle 
setting is Y[M]. However, the presence of a nonzero potential has the effect 
of “distorting” the lifts of curves out of 9’[M] and into p[M] so that in this 
case the proper bundle setting is g[M]. 
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